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In 2012, after running thirty-two marathons including Seven Continents Marathon Race, I was searching 

for a new challenge.  Finally, in March 2012, I decided to climb Mount Kilimanjaro (elevation: 5895 

meter) in Tanzania, even though I had no experience in hiking or camping or high altitude living.     

My group of ten trekked to a camp at 4300 meter, feeling no reaction to the low oxygen. But then 

several members began to notice light headaches and nausea. The next day, August 17, we trekked to 

the base camp at 4750 meter.  Some of the climbers turned back at this point, unable to cope with the 

conditions at this elevation.  But with only few hours rest, the remaining members started our journey 

to the summit shortly after midnight.  We used head-torches to navigate a zigzag trail on rough volcanic 

sand and loose stones, with a temperature of about -20 degree Celsius and strong wind.  I faced an 

unusual issue with low oxygen.  I lost appetite and as such within few hours of starting the climb, my 

sugar level started dropping rapidly.  I consumed all five of my trail mixture bars within an hour or two, 

although it was still a long way to the peak. For the rest of the climb, I essentially begged for food and 

drinks from my guides, and they shared what little they could spare. My biggest concern at this point 

was thinking, ―even if I reach the summit, how will I make it back down?  

Around 5:40am red lights peaked over the horizon, indicating sunrise, which gave me the determination 

to continue.  Finally, at 8:08am, I reached the summit (5895 meter) along with five other members of 

the original ten-person team.  (Kilimanjaro National Park says the success rate is only 41 %.)  

Coming down was much more treacherous than going up because of the loose stones and uneven rocks.  

Our group reached base camp at 11:48am.  Within two hours, we packed again and continued down—

trekking about 17 hours that day, August 17.  The next day, we reached the park headquarters, Marangu 

Gate, at 1900 meter.  At that point, I started to enjoy food again! 

I give entire credit to my success to my marathon training and marathon race mind set, without which it 

would be impossible for me to cope with the brutal condition.  Let’s not forget world famous tennis star 

Martina Navratilova had to be airlifted because of water accumulation in her lungs.  In fact, water 

accumulation in lungs is quite common in high altitude low oxygen environment. Finally, I must point 

out to aspiring candidates not to take this adventure lightly.  In fact, death rate here is higher than 

Mount Everest.  Unfortunately, there is no way to predict for anyone’s success for this mountain 

irrespective of age or physical abilities.  There is no system for carrying artificial oxygen like Mount 

Everest and that creates major unknowns to the outcome. 



 

Figure 1: Before reaching the summit, Kilimanjaro peak on my back 



 

Figure 2: At the Kilimanjaro Summit 

  



 

Figure 3: Exiting the park gate after a successful summit 

 

 


